FROM THE PCCLC BUILDING ENTRANCE - After entering the building, proceed straight through the door opposite and into the Med School atrium. Turn RIGHT at first set of double glass doors. Follow the hall down and to the left. Elevators 32 & 33 will be on the right halfway down the hall. Use these elevators to go to the 7th floor. Turn LEFT off of the elevators and go down the hall until you see the sign for The Shelden Clinical Simulation Center on your RIGHT. Our main office is located in CE26.

FROM THE HOSPITAL MAIN LOBBY – From the Information Center walk past the Blue Registration desk area and straight down the main hallway leading to the Purple elevators. Turn right at the Purple elevators and walk straight down the hallway until you see Elevators 32 & 33 on your right. Use these elevators to go to the 7th floor. Turn LEFT off of the elevators and go down the hall until you see the sign for The Shelden Clinical Simulation Center on your RIGHT. Our main office is located in CE26.